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1.
1. How can Psychology explain and support the notion that individuals are influenced by mass
media? Give specific examples.

jenna
If you like a certain show and that show advertises a product on there, it will influence you to buy
that product. Also if youre exposed to a product, yiu are more likely to buy it.

Saleen Hammy
Commericals make sales go ip

Calina
a way we are influenced by mass media is neuromarketing. this is when a subliminal or hidden
message or image triggers a response from your unconscious brain such as releasing certain
hormones

Braeden
people just go with what others do and what popular or you want to be like someone so you buy the
product. like seeing a famous person wearing something

Jadelyn
psychology can support this because people are more familiar with brands that are more exposed in
movies and such which means they will think that that brand is more popular whch can make them
want it

Sara
different colors can do different things to us in the media. For the example the color red makes your
heart rate go up

Wylie
the resses pieces in movie, sales spiked 60% after movie

Tyson
yes, after product placement of reeces peiceis in E.T. their sales rose 60%

Sunwest
colors and sounds

Zach
Diffrent colours give certain emotions about certain things

Morgan
different colors in commercials and posters and other types of media can have an influence on us
and can change the way we feel about something. for example the color red increases heartrate

 

2. 2. What is the difference between the conscious and unconscious mind?

jenna
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The consious you are aware of, the unconsious you are not aware of. Also the unconsious can hold
multiple memories while tje consious can only hold one at a time.

Saleen Hammy
conscious mind uses 10% of awareness unconcious is 90%

Calina
consciously we are unbiased and equal but unconsciously when we dont have time to process our
answers we find ourselves with bias views

Braeden
the conscious mind is only 10% of your brain power which you are aware of things and unconscious
your not aware

Jadelyn
conscious: you are aware of whats going on and have control over it unconscious: is when you are
aware but dont need control, whatever youre doing can just happen naturally

Sara
conscious mind controls 10% awareness and unconscious is automatic and is 90% body/brain

Wylie
2.the unconscious is our brains autopilot it only lets us know of stuff that is important

Tyson
the counsious mind is what you use when you are working on something, the uncounsious does
other tasks that are easy, to save brain power

Rachael
our concious mind is what we are aware of in our enviroment, surroundings etc. our jncouncious is
what we see in the enviro but scan over. the unconcious mind is automatic where concious is
controlled

Sunwest
coscious is your aware, unconscious is just ur body is aware

Zach
Conscious is when you know what your brain has processed and what you are thinking about.
Unconscious is when you brain has processed something but kept it out of your awareness

Morgan
conscious is our controlled 10% thinking that we are aware of, and unconscious is our uncontrolled
90% thinking that we are unaware of

 

3.

3. Evidence may be found that sexual content is integrated into mass media, often at a level that is
so subtle you don't notice until you're directed to it (it's pointed out to you). What effect may this
have on viewers?

jenna
You respond to the three words, and your unconsious mind sees it but your consious does not, and
its your unconsious brain that holds memories and so that commercial you will remember.

Saleen Hammy
Oxytocin is released and heartrate increases.

Calina
sexual content releases hormones when we see it that can make you feel good or happy and you
might think its because of the show of movie

Braeden
make you more aroused to it and want to check it out
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Jadelyn
this effect can cause some people to be offended if they are conscious anout the sexual content

Sara
when we hear the word sex it brings us to our conscious mind and also releases different kind of
hormones like dopamine and oxytoin

Zach
It send off dopamine and hormones which make you have a good feeling about what you watched

Wylie
3.example is the fragrance adds it makes us feel good about that product

Tyson
this gets you exited and more likely to be bought

Rachael
this can leave veiwers feeling satisfied

Sunwest
makes them feel goo

Morgan
peoples conscious mind does not pick up these sexual messages, but our unconscious mind does.
when our mind reads these messages it produces a reaction in our hormones and we produce
things like oxytotin and dopamine. (the feel good hormones). when we feel good from these
hormones we feel good watching the movie

 

4. 4. Define and explain what neuromarketing is.

jenna
Some neurons blovk out part of the stimulus while others highlight it

Saleen Hammy
using colours or other methods to sell products and attract viewers

Calina
neuromarketing is a type of marketing that affects your unconscious brain. subliminal messages in
movies and stuff are part of this because they affect your unconscious brain

Braeden
the use of colours in products to make them give off a message or atract you

Jadelyn
neuromarketing is what you pay more attention to certain things and block out others which can be
dangerous because you can miss important information

Sara
neuromarketing is something marketers use use to bring you to your conscious mind. For example
the starburts commercial with the Scottish speaking Korean.

Zach
Brain makes automatic connections based on prior knowledge

Wylie
4t.your brain makes assumptions biased on past experiences

Tyson
it is the techneice of useing phycology to improve marketing

Sunwest
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what the brain knows

Morgan
neuromarketing is when media makes you actually stop and have to think about what you are
seeing. you are being pulled from your unconsious mind to your conscious mind. like the starburst
commercial for example they put two thngs together that dont go together and we are forced to
actually think about it. (scottish korean man)

 

5.
5. What is the Implicit Association Test and how does it scientifically support the fact that individuals
consume media attitudes and beliefs?

jenna
The implicit association test is where you get shown that you are naturally racist without knowing
(unconsiously) and there are tests to prove it

Saleen Hammy
black people arent in tvs alot and they are known as "savages" and depicted as the bad people
sometimes so in our brains we have a racial bias

Calina
a test that looks at your unconscious brains bias. media that we are exposed to gives us this bias and
both white and black people have uncinsccious biases against black people

Braeden
how you are about a culture and how we are bias towards other culture

Jadelyn
it tests to show the difference between answering questions in a controlled way and a natural way of
thinking when comparing a good word or a bad word to a certain race or culture. this proves that
people who are more exposed to that certain race or colour will have an easier time putting good
words on that race

Sara
its an automatic/unconscious race. Its a bias because we lean towards the things we are most
exposed to. For example when Jess did the quiz where it gave her the options of a eurpoean or
african american and who she trusts more.

Zach
Words aren't the same as the Colour makes it hard. Black people are treated worse.

Wylie
the words make it hard to say the colour the same as black people are assumed to be bad

Tyson
it is a test where two easly assocated things are shown in two tests for your subcounsious . then one
where your brain must work

Sunwest
words with differrent colors make it hard to read fast

Morgan
an automatic unconscious race. it is to test bias's. our conscious is not racist but our unconscious is.

 

6.

6. Products are often integrated seemlessly into media, such as the use of Reeces Pieces into the
movie ET. How does Mere Exposure Effect support the idea that even this integration influences
consumer behaviours?

jenna
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You see Reeces Pieces on a popular movie, and it causes you to want that product.

Saleen Hammy
Reeses sales went up by 65% because they were placed in a movie

Calina
reeces pieces had higher sales because of this exposure of the product

Braeden
people see the product and get a craving for it or see the product and think its a popular thing and
go for it

Jadelyn
if you see a product being advertised in a show or movie that you enjoy, then you will be more likely
to buy it because youve been influenced by the movie

Sara
you unconsciously recognize advertising. if a coke bottle flashes quick across the screen you will
unconsciously see the image then you will become thirsty and want coke.

Zach
They see someone famouse has Twitter and it makes them want it

Wylie
the more popular a product seems the more likely your are to buy it

Tyson
the more you hear about it the more you will want to by it

Sunwest
you are more likely to use it

Morgan
your unconscious recognizes things and your body reacts. when something very fast like popcorn
flashes across the screen your conscious does not pick it up, but your unconscious does. you want to
eat popcorn

 

7.
7. Describe the hormone response of individuals when viewing sexually suggestive media? How are
the adds created to manipulate this hormone response the most?

jenna
We were told to skip this so I domt have an answer for it

Saleen Hammy
Oxytocin.

Braeden
they get you happy and excited about it so you want to find out more about it

Jadelyn
your brain pays more attention to the words sex, the f word, and your name

Wylie
when you see the add your body releses hormones like dopamine and it makes you feel good about
the product

Tyson
the hormone makes you feel good and then they hope you will assotate that good feeling with their
product

Rachael
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it releases good feeling hormones like dopamine so that when they look at the ad they will feel good
and happy and it could potentially make them like The product more

Sunwest
make you feel good

Zach
Unconscious things effect the mind

Morgan
our bodies produce oxytotin and dopamine and then we feel good and we associate these good
feelings to the media we are watching and feel good about that

 

8.
8. Make one statement about "the brain" to reflect your understanding of what was covered in this
lesson.

jenna
The brain has file folders, it is very smart and keeps memories in your unconsious mind.

Saleen Hammy
we dont have to think a whole lot about what we are seeing and it picks things up unconciously

Calina
the brain is kind of hard to trust because now i question what my brain takes in and what it does
without my choice

Jadelyn
the brain has mind folders that holds all your information and memories that we are able to look
back on and review

Sara
the brain barely controls any awareness, its only 10%. Its mostly the unconscious mind working.

Wylie
8.the brain can be stimulated and controlled in many ways

Tyson
your brain is lazy

Rachael
that the unconcious brain really affects our desicions more than we know and could potentially
understand.

Sunwest
its complactied

Morgan
the brain works with an unconscious 90% that we are unaware and a 10% conscious that we are
aware of
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